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Claiming Ownership of One’s Body Through Language: The Disability Memoir

The disability memoir is a form of life writing that primarily encompasses one’s body
and/or intellect. Disabled authors focus on their disability because it not only becomes a major
part of their life experience, but it is a way for the author share their experiences of disability and
for the readers to react to that representation. Sidonie Smith writes, “In Greek, autos denotes
‘self,’ bios ‘life,’ and graphe ‘writing.’ Taken together in this order, the words self life writing
offer a brief definition of autobiography” (1). This form of writing allows full autonomy of the
writer. The disability memoir challenges the stigmatization and stereotypes surrounding
disability by observing the author’s individual experiences with disability. The disability memoir
operates as a political piece of work because of the author’s ability to demonstrate via a firsthand account a text that both narrates the author’s experience and critiques ableism.
While disability memoirs generally tackle difficult issues of identity and bodily and
mental integrity, female disabled writers work twice as hard to navigate the politics of the
disability memoir because they combat both the patriarchal and ableist assumptions that objectify
and take away from their autonomy. This is ironic, because the whole memoir can be one of the
most liberating and self-controlled spaces for a disabled author because of its ability to bring
autonomy back into the writer’s hand. Rosalía Baena says that the disabled writer “can very selfconsciously embody the new meanings of illness and disability; in a way, we could even say that
their life narratives support theoretical and critical studies concerning disability and illness”
(129). The disabled writer has the power to re-define the societal stereotypes that exist on an
intersectional level because the genre of the memoir presupposes a level of openness for the
author to express their identity to the reader through the representation of their past. This can be
seen as a “self-conscious” act because the genre of the memoir forces the author to open to the
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reader their most vulnerable and intimate aspects of their lives. In this thesis, I will be arguing
that the disability narrative affords authors the ability to claim ownership of their bodies through
language and that stories of disability by marginalized people create new pathways for literary
perspectives on disability studies. This thesis will also define the nuances of specifically female
impairment by exposing the patriarchal ableist as a symbol of abuse, commodification, and
fetishization of the disabled body. The goal of this thesis is to define the disabled body as a
social construct based on hypocritical standards created by an ableist patriarchy. My Body
Politic, Marbles, and Body, Remember all focus on learning to live fully within one’s own body
and mind through the navigational process it takes to understand the complexity of a disabled
life.
The memoir is an intimate communication between the author and the reader about the
most crucial and memorable parts of the author’s life. It is essential that the memoir (or
autobiographical text) not only tells a compelling story to its readers, but also gives the reader an
opportunity to encounter a perspective on life that is not filtered through and is resistant to the
misconceptions of society. It becomes more than just a memoir because it goes against “such a
politics of writing [which] reiﬁes an able body, relegates women to the body of patriarchy, and
perpetuates the problematic and essentialized binary of masculine/feminine (even when, or
especially when, those terms are abstracted beyond their application to human bodies)” (Mintz
25). The author designates what parts of their lives to share and what message they want to share
without being silenced or minimized by others. Memoirs are a literary genre that works
alongside autobiography, but in different ways. Smith says:
Predating the term autobiography, memoir is now the word used by publishing
houses to describe various practices and genres of self life writing. Historically,
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memoir was understood as mémoire (les mémoires), recollections by the publicly
prominent who chronicled their social accomplishments. . . These recollections
often bracketed one moment or period of experience rather than an entire life span
and offered reflections on its significance for the writer’s previous status or selfunderstanding. (3-4)
Commonly, the term memoir is used to examine specific events in one’s life or within a certain
timeline while the autobiography deals with the entire span of one’s life up until their decision to
write. This documentation of life is significant to the author because it allows the author to
reflect on their past as well as find meaning in it that is both substantial to them and to readers
who have not experienced the same circumstances in life. This type of documentation is
important to the disability memoir because it represents and reforms life with a disability.
My Body Politic by Simi Linton, Body, Remember by Kenny Fries, and Marbles: Mania,
Depression, Michelangelo, and Me: A Graphic Memoir by Ellen Forney all use the memoir
model because it creates a space for them to share their most intimate and challenging moments
with disability. Simi Linton’s My Body Politic tells the story of Linton surviving a car crash that
leaves her paralyzed from the waist down. Linton confronts the patriarchal ableist standard with
her activist spirit and her ability to educate others on disability and sexuality. Kenny Fries’s
Body, Remember poetically defines major events of Fries’s life with a disability he had since
birth and relates how it has impacted both his sexuality and family life while growing up as a gay
Jewish man. Ellen Forney’s Marbles shows the readers life before and after being diagnosed
with bipolar disorder through her artwork and relates how it has affected her ability to be both
creative and sexual. All three of these memoirs focus on ableist preconceptions about impairment
and the politics of the disabled body.
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The narrative structure of the memoir is important to literary disability studies and
because it opens the reader up to a personal and detailed first-hand account of disability. In the
article “Shape Structures Story: Fresh and Feisty Stories about Disability,” Rosemarie GarlandThomson touches on the importance of body to narrative for disabled people: “shape or body is
crucial, not incidental to story. It carries story; it makes story visible; in a sense it is story. Shape
(or visible body) is in space what story is in time” (114). Here, Garland-Thomson argues that the
body is so important to narrative that it actually “shapes” a story. The body constructs the shape
of a narrative or story by defining and re-defining aspects of disabled life through the eyes of the
author. Although disability does not define people, it does let people choose how the body can
define the experiences in their lives. The memoir in this case becomes important because it sets
up pathways for the author to make these choices that ableism typically does not make evident to
disabled people.
Linton shapes her story with her body by actively challenging and changing the
perceptions of her disabled body by actively navigating life with her disability. The correlation
of the body to a narrative experience is not an accident. Instead, it is an important aspect in
telling stories about the human experience. This thesis will focus on the importance of “shape
structuring story” to claim ownership through narrative of one’s body and the personal values
that come with it. The use of narrative helps to expose the discrimination and stereotypes used
against disabled bodies by patriarchy and ableism to control and abuse their bodies. Ableist
culture and society predetermine how disability is perceived by both disabled and non-disabled
people. Meanwhile, patriarchy similarly predetermines a woman’s position in culture and society
while intensifying societal restrictions in terms of female standards of beauty and behavior if a
disability plays a part in the woman’s life. All three memoirs that this thesis will focus on
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“shape” their stories through their disabled bodies. As Garland-Thompson says, they make
stories “visible” to the reader including the parts that are typically hidden or ignored whether it
be through ignorance or discomfort. These memoirs of the disabled body are “in space as story is
in time” which means they are endless in both possibilities for narrative and social change (114).
There is a wide universe of knowledge and ideas that have been created about disabled people
that helps readers imagine the timelines of disability constructs through old and new disability
narratives. Simi Linton’s memoir becomes one of the many stories that help set up a timeline of
narratives that dictate and define the disabled body. Her memoir works as an important critical
text to literary disability studies because of her invaluable experiences as a woman who became
paralyzed from the waist down. The complexity of her life makes room for new ideas regarding
the lifestyles and stereotypes of disabled women.
Simi Linton learns about the complexity of her new life after her disabling car accident
because of the new issues and stereotypes she is forced to deal with. She raises central issues
regarding sexuality and disability communities (and the perceived lack thereof) to counter the
political issue of disability being seen as an isolated and singular experience. In the beginning of
her memoir, Linton showcases the failures of the rehabilitation center by exposing their lack of
sexual education for disabled people as well as the lack of knowledge regarding disability and
sexuality. Linton recognizes the faults of rehab and the medical narrative of disability: “Rehab
emphasized regaining function and focused on what was called ‘normalization’. . . Overtime, I
came to understand that linking disability to a robust sexual life is among the more radical ideas
that one can put forth. It is radical because it debunks the myth of the long-suffering disabled
person, but even disruptive because it challenges accepted ideals of sexual prowess” (82). Linton
understood that the rehabilitation center did not have enough substantial research on disability
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and sexuality, but she was also aware of the silent discomfort that able-bodied physical therapists
had about the disabled body.
During Linton’s stay at the rehab facility, she learns about the many layers to ableism as
they intersect with gender and sexuality. The patriarchal ableism she faces is due to the lack of
understanding of female impairment. Linton confided in her doctor about sexuality as a disabled
woman. When she was asking him questions, he said “‘We don’t have much information yet on
women, but you go out and give it a try and come back and tell us all about it’” (Linton 13). This
was not the first encounter at the rehab facility that not only had limited information to share but
found the topic to be uncomfortable and unwanted. Linton mentioned another moment of
interaction with a young female nurse who “looked down at the floor, rang the button to call the
elevator, and said maybe [she] should speak with [her] doctor” (13). Linton has experienced a
total rejection of her sexuality and the possibility of exploring it through her wheelchair. Linton’s
questions specifically focused on female sexuality like having children and giving birth (12). The
reason it was so difficult for the doctors to answer her questions was due to the rehab’s lack of
research on women with disabilities having sex as well as an all-male staff of doctors. One
doctor even said to her, “‘most of the research and most of our experience is with men. It’s not
complicated for you women, you can do everything just like before’” (12). This doctor
minimized the experience of sex for women. His viewpoint of sexual intercourse for women
relies on the sole pleasure of men while women stay consistently inactive to sexual intercourse.
That is why they can “do everything just like before” because the doctor believes women are
meant to isolate themselves from the experience by staying inactive during intercourse (12). This
rejection of female sexuality entails mild undertones of disgust and discomfort of the medical
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staff as well as purposeful ignorance about female sexuality at her rehab, the one place that
should know the detailed answers to her questions.
Linton’s personal experience is echoed by disability scholars. In his study of sex
education for blind teenagers, Patrick White argues that there is lack of desire to teach children
about the diversity of sexual experience, and that sex education could even be constructed to
obscure anything beyond “traditional” sexual behavior: “The move toward sex education
stemmed from a persistent, implicit anxiety among the educators of the blind that the blind were
insufficiently heterosexual and that their ‘restrictive’ environment was to blame” (136).
According to White, it is not discomfort alone that prevents disabled people from learning about
a variety of kinds of sexuality. It is the lack of knowledge and the embrace of stigmatization that
made able-bodied people believe that disabled people could not be sexual. Not only does the idea
of sexuality for a disabled person reject the previous patriarchal ableist ideology of suffering, but
it also provides substantial meaning to the sexuality and identity of the disabled persona and their
narrative. The medical narrative focuses on the “cure” of a disability not the adaptation toward a
new body and lifestyle. Understanding the connection between sexuality and disability provides
incentives for the medical field to learn and expand on the sexuality of the disabled community.
The ableism that has influenced the medical field creates a problematic autonomous issue for the
disabled body. Without the ability to imagine one’s own body as an embodiment of sexuality, the
body’s ability to tell a story about disability is compromised.
Despite that, Linton uses her body and her background as an educator to advocate for the
autonomous expression of sexuality she is denied. She wants to reclaim her own story as the
story of other disabled people. Linton “would come back to this place with the authority to
implement a sexuality program” (14). Her ability to claim her own authority and sexuality not
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only changes the perspective of her own personal story as a disabled woman, but also creates a
space to acknowledge the insufficient sexual education provided for disabled people and to
recognize sexuality as a natural part of disabled lives. Ableism does not see the disabled body as
autonomous or sexual. Meanwhile, Linton wants disabled people to understand their sexuality on
their own terms.
Karen Hammer would identify this discomfort with patriarchal ableism’s insistence that
impaired women have “deviant sexualities” that must be modified to fit the heterosexual ablebodied model (162). Hammer compares the disgust and maltreatment of both queer identity and
female impairment to a “deviant sexuality” that must be contained by a normalized and socially
conventional feminine structure. According to Robert McRuer, it is impossible for sexuality to
exist within a binary of able bodies versus disabled bodies when thinking about “benign sexual
variation” because it effects “bodies that are non-able-bodied, or rather bodies (and minds) that
are simply off the grid of the historical able-bodied/disabled binary (normate sex may be founded
on compulsory able-bodiedness, but that seems to me the first thing that goes out the window
when we theorize and put into practice benign sexual variation)” (109). McRuer is saying here
that the typical understanding of “normal sex” relies superficially on able-bodiedness, a form of
sex that is unapproachable to disabled bodies but cannot practically withstand due to the variety
of sexualities that exist. Bodies will naturally gravitate into a “genre” of sexuality based off the
body’s need. Although Hammer mentions a “deviant sexuality” that exists through the ablest
mindset, it is almost impossible, in McRuer’s theory, for disability to become compulsory to
heterosexuality because disabled embodiment no longer ascribes to normativity like ablebodiedness does. As he says, it “goes out the window” when we consider the variations of
disabilities and the variations of lifestyles that co-exist (109).
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Although Linton does not identify as having a queer sexuality, she is forced to identify
as having a disabled sexual identity. Disabled sexualities are in some ways queer because they
challenge the normative modes of sexual expression and often sidestep or altogether leave out
standard heterosexual activities like penetrative intercourse, which might be impossible,
uncomfortable, or undesirable for disabled people. The standard gender roles that she must
uphold, to have a conventionally meaningful relationship to herself and others, are not possible
unless she is no longer in a wheelchair. Just as White analyzes with teaching blind teenagers sex
education, it is the anxiety and lack of knowledge on the subject that turns off the educator from
providing assistance on the matter (136). Linton will not accept the politics of both patriarchy
and ableism. She realizes that she must re-learn all the once conventional ways of life through a
new narrative and body. Linton’s body tells the story of her life while she tells the stories that her
body creates for her.
In Linton’s memoir, she opens not only the politics of the disabled body, but the ways in
which her female impairment becomes commodified (or even fetishized) as a spectacle. She
becomes the spectacle for able-bodied people when they distance themselves from disability and
impairment. Linton recalls the interactions she had with able-bodied people on the streets. In one
instance, she recalls a woman who idealized her for her disability: “On any given street, a
woman was bound to come through the crowd to coo: ‘What a brave girl you are.’ And she
would mean well, of course. Some days I would hear my favorite: ‘Oh my dear, what a shame,
and you’re so pretty, too.’” (28). Linton is not only reduced to the agency of a child by being
called ‘girl’ instead of woman, but it is insinuated that her beauty is being wasted by her
disability. She cannot be both womanly and beautiful as a woman in a wheelchair. It is as if her
femininity and youth can only be in contradiction to her disability in the minds of ableists. As
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Linton mentions, they may not mean any harm by their actions, but the able-bodied people who
make these comments do not know how their words impact Linton’s life. By idealizing her from
an outsider perspective, they turn her into a showcase or a spectacle. It is as if she is in a
freakshow being admired by an audience. Garland-Thomson discusses the relationship between
the spectacle and the spectator when she says, “This visual and spatial choreography between a
disembodied spectator and an embodied spectacle enlists cultural norms and exploits embodied
differences for commercial ends, creating a rhetorical opposition between supposedly
extraordinary figures and putatively ordinary citizens” (“The Beauty and the Freak,” 4-5). The
exploitation of the disabled body creates a form of capital for the non-disabled body. Both the
freakshow and the “beauty” create an economy that uplifts ableness and excludes disabled
bodies. By creating this opposition between a spectator and a spectacle, Garland-Thomson
argues that a space is left open for the spectator to exploit the other through the dismembered
body and its lack of assimilating to the societal standard. When Linton is called “brave” simply
by existing in a wheelchair, she is put under a lens by the able-bodied person that is both
isolating and idealistic. Although there is a sense of empowerment through struggle, Linton is
not any more or less brave for her new existence as a paralyzed woman. The patriarchal ableist
standard can only see the female disabled body as a freak show because of the fear that disability
evokes for the able-bodied person. The more foreign and objectified the disabled body is, the less
able-bodied people can relate to it. Linton becomes progressively aware of the separation she
feels from the able-bodied community, especially in the rehab facility she is in. Despite that,
Linton shares her experiences through her memoir to understand the complexity of her existence
and to fully learn to live in her body while communicating her narrative to others.
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Linton’s memoir isn’t another narrative for disability studies. It is also a narrative for
understanding how to live life through the body. She teaches readers how to fully learn to live
with oneself from once being able-bodied to now being disabled through a slow-burning journey
to a comprehensive disability identity. In the beginning of her memoir, she says, “But now, many
years later, what I do remember, and want to reconstruct here, is the life I grew into. The new
shape and formation of my body were set on that April day; the meaning this new body would
have for me took years to know” (3). As Linton takes on a new shape and formation, her new
lifestyle requires a new kind of narrative. Her once able-bodied life no longer applies to the now
disabled life she has. The mobility (or lack of mobility) within one’s body initiates one’s
experiences which calls for new forms of representation. Linton was now “set on that April day”
because once she became paralyzed, her whole world changed from the inside to the outside (3).
Linton had to change from the inside by reimagining her thoughts on life through a new body.
She also had to change from the outside using her wheels. Linton lives through the
discrimination and stereotypes of a disabled woman and in turn, uses those experiences to
challenge the ableist assumptions she deals with. She does so by showing her life from an
unfiltered perspective that does not include inevitable suffering and pain. She also does so by
rejecting the commodification and fetishization of her body by the able-bodied community.
Garland-Thomson says:
Linton emerges from a traumatic accident with a new body, re-entering the world
via her wheelchair and her peers from the disability community. Linton details
with wit and passion how a new shape gave her a new story, how she transformed
into the “substantial person” that disability makes her. She learns, in this story, to
“absorb disability,” to pilot a new and interesting body and uncover a fresh
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perspective on her life. This perspective is not one of loss but of wonder, a
discovery of her body's pleasures, hungers, surprises, hurts, strengths, limits, and
uses, a new discovery of a body we characteristically think of as disabled. (118)
Linton navigates the society she is in with her new body. She successfully becomes a narrator of
disability by shaping her story with her body and vice versa. Linton has to question how she can
fully learn to live and navigate in her body successfully by reimaging narrative. This new
discovery of her body opens a political narrative to the social world around Linton that causes
her readers to question the ideology created by the patriarchal ableist standard. By challenging
her rehab facility, contradicting the expected suffering by ableists, and by reimaging disability as
a communal experience, Linton weakens the narrative that previously laid claim to her body by
able-bodied people. She lessens the values of patriarchal ableism by challenging the
fetishization, commodification, and de-sexualization of the body.
The memoir, as a piece of narrative (or a navigational map) for disability, becomes
important to the social world because of its impact on ableism. Linton uses her experiences with
both impairment and critical thinking to understand the nuances of the disabled body and its
impact on able-bodied people. Linton comes to the realization that her body is not the problem; it
is the society that has created ableism that is the problem: “The problem as I came to understand
it, was not that I couldn’t walk; it was that the society was configured for those who do walk,
see, hear, etc. It would take me a while longer to learn how entrenched the patterns of
discrimination are, and how solid and purposeful the disability community was” (54). Linton
understands discrimination from a material and navigational perspective because her physical
body has become disabled. Being unable to walk makes her disability visible to those around her.
In this section of her memoir, she comes to the realization that her body was not the problem, it
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was the lack of understanding of diverse bodies that is the problem. As she learns to understand
her new body and the new treatment, Linton “reforms” herself with a community of disabled
people “based on a shared sense of being in and relating to the world” (“Shape Structures Story”
119). At first, Linton struggles to find a way to live fully in her body as a medical practitioner
fails to accommodate her requests to learn about disability and sexuality. Instead, she becomes
the test subject because of the doctor’s inadequacies. Linton embraces her new life by devoting
her continued educational journey to help the community of disabled people who want the same
answers as she does. Linton’s story becomes an indispensable example for understanding how
one can claim their body through narrative. It is Linton’s ability to adapt to her circumstance and
her wheelchair that allows her memoir to fully thrive as an empowering mode for social change.
Linton’s memoir works to deconstruct the stereotypes of the disfigured body through not
only her own personal experiences, but the experiences of other disabled people around her.
When Linton goes to an art museum with her blind friend, she learns more about what it means
to live in a disabled community alongside the diverse lives each disabled person has. As her
blind friend “sees” the art with his hands, she realizes that an important part of the disabled
experience is finding an enriching community that teaches different perspectives of life. Linton
describes her friend’s experience when she says, “I had never thought about how you can feel
abstractness,” continuing, “Then on my own, I shut my eyes and tried putting the pieces of the
puzzle together in my mind. I had watched Gene all along, and noted how he reads a sculpture. A
quick overview, scanning line by line, top to bottom, and then back to certain locations for a
longer visit, accumulating details, making decisions” (217-8). Linton realizes that disability isn’t
just a burden or inconvenience of the body, it is also a new viewpoint that can bring forth
advantages to the disabled person. Gene’s experience within the art museum is not an experience
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a sighted person will ever have. He gets to understand the textures and shapes of an artist’s hard
work. This deconstruction of the disabled body counteracts ableist perspectives.
As a voice for herself and her disabled friends, Linton’s narrative creates new pathways
into the disabled community that is both enlightening and empowering. Margaret Torrell speaks
of the disability narrative as an essential literary genre for breaking down the barriers created by
ableism:
The construction of a disability community in the disability narrative is a potent
act of resymbolization: the emphasis on communities of disabled people as
interactive, supportive, and engaged in enjoyable activities counters conventional
thinking about disability as an isolated, lonely state. Their presence in the text
also sends the message that there are multiple, positive experiences of disability,
that the seemingly solitary voice of the disability autobiographer is, in fact, part of
a chorus of many voices that accompany her in the reconstruction of disability….
Furthermore, the community portrayal directly frames disability as a political and
social issue because it aligns the single voice with a group of people who can
corroborate and add to her experiences. A single autobiographical text, then, has
the potential to tell the story of disabled lives. (322)
Torrell points to the disability narrative as a form of “resymbolization.” Not only does Linton use
her disability to challenge the narrative she was thrust into, but she also uses it to destroy and
rebuild the narrative that was written by patriarchal ableists. An instance of community, Linton’s
friend Gene also becomes a form of representation for life that does not include depicting
loneliness as a result of a disability for a disabled woman and presents a new mode for
understanding the diversity of disability that other disabled people may not even recognize at
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first glance. By intertwining both the political and social world in her memoir, Linton brings
forth the issues surrounding the disabled body and community with her “single voice” as a way
to navigate the world and claim her own body as a vehicle. Torrell finds the disabled narrative to
be imperative in order for change to happen both politically and socially. She sees Linton’s
memoir as a “metanarrative” to bridge a singular narrative into a communal voice for
empowerment over one’s autonomy and as a weapon against ableism (323). This
“metanarrative” does not just bring an empowering voice to the communal one, it also brings out
the individualistic problems that ableism causes for the disabled community.
Linton’s use of a “metanarrative” gives the reader a sense of an array of issues created by
ableism that should be reconsidered by the able-bodied person. She questions the authority of
medical discourse, challenges the anti-sexual ideology that correlates with female impairment,
and challenges the pitiful and lonely narrative that is expected in representations of disabled
lives. In her memoir, there are undertones of commodification and sexualization that appear as
Linton lives through her wheelchair. At the end of her memoir, Linton points out the social
expectations of the body when she says:
Certainly, in the present moment we are witnessing a growing belief, and a
profitable industry which bolsters that belief, that imperfection is preventable or at
least remediable. Plastic surgery, cochlear implants, prosthetic devices of all sorts
may seem to serve only individual users, but to the extent that they mask
impairment, the public profits of disability shifts, and these methods increase
perceived need to cover up imperfections or to hide yourself away. (240)
The human body goes through a strenuous process of socialization without the challenge of
impairment. Once impairment or disability intertwines with the body, it becomes harder to
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conform to the societal standards of the “perfect body.” Just as Linton mentions, the body is
forced to be the most normalized version of itself it can be. If bodies can “mask” their true form,
it becomes easier for ableism to thrive among the masses and for it to hide its tracks. The
negativity of hiding one’s disability not only strengthens but also makes it harder for women to
fit the ideal standard of being both able-bodied and beautiful, and therefore sexually desirable, at
the same time. The lack of corporatizing of disabled persons as desirable is not due to a
perceived lack of sexuality; it is the lack of control the patriarchal ableist has at controlling
disfigured bodies. If a body (especially a woman’s body) cannot be commodified or sexualized
by patriarchal standards, it will become ostracized by the beauty standards put in place. Linton is
aware of the ways in which the body is forced to adapt (or attempt to adapt) to normalcy.
Without the ableist community finding a mode to commodify disabled people, the disabled body
becomes a body of isolation and stigma by those without disability. Despite that, disability
narrative creates a form of activism that no longer relies on commercializing the body for
representational gain. The desire to commodify or commercialize the body is imperative to
patriarchy because it strengthens its claims on women and disabled people. Although the body
cannot be commodified to the standard of patriarchy, that does not mean it cannot be controlled
or manipulated as a whole. Patriarchal ableists who cannot commodify the disabled body
inevitably fetishize and sexualize it instead.
Linton’s memoir focuses on the narrative of physical disability. Therefore, she faces
issues from the outside. It is impossible for her to hide her disability and avoid the criticism of
others. Linton must physically and mentally navigate an environment that is constructed for ablebodied people. Meanwhile, Ellen Forney, who is diagnosed with the psychiatric disability bipolar
disorder faces all her toughest issues internally as she struggles to adjust to bipolar disorder’s
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effects on her mindset. As Linton is misconceived by others, Forney forms misconceptions of
herself through the fetishization of the “crazy artist” who is unmedicated and successful at their
art.
In Forney’s graphic memoir Marbles, there is a major event in her life that causes her to
realize the ways in which disabled people can be fetishized for their differences. After she is
diagnosed with bipolar disorder, she wonders if being medicated will compromise her ability to
be a creative artist. While doing so, she reflects on numerous famous authors and artists who
were untreated for their mental illness while simultaneously being successful in their “crazy
artist” mindset. Forney says, “I guess my real question now is…[i]f I take meds to prevent mood
swings, am I choosing to be less creative?” (212-13). Forney was sure that the stereotype of
being mentally ill benefitted the world of successful writers. This also made her believe that
being medicated would somehow change her creativity and her career. By giving in to this
dangerous stereotype, Forney does not medicate and fails to give herself the proper treatment she
deserves. The question that she poses comes from her socialized perspective towards
intellectually disabled people. Forney, towards the end of her memoir, comes to a significant
change in her perspective, stating, “It can be tempting to romanticize mood swings. They’re
dramatic and drama is exciting – but I don’t think my ideas were better when I was manic.
Stability is good for my creativity” (216-18). Forney’s preconceived notions about mental illness
were created by able-bodied people as a form of romanticization (as Forney realized and
participated in) and as a form of fetishization. From her own perspective, it is easy for her to
understand why it can be romanticized because of bipolar disorder’s ability to drastically alter
her perception of reality. But it is not to go unnoticed that the individual’s health is just as (or
even more) important than their work. Garland-Thomson’s insights of the freak show for
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physical disability can be extended to mental disabilities as well. Forney shows proof of this as
she participates in the fetishization of the “crazy artist” by staying unmedicated. The idea of the
crazy artist exists because of the same commercialized reasons as the freakshow. The
entertainment of a “crazy artist” lifestyle as well as the entertainment of their work makes it
seem as if they are more creative, but it is the desire of exploitation and the fantasies of the
“embodied spectacle” that creates curiosity and pleasure for the “disembodied spectator.”
Forney makes the wise resolution to put her own health and safety first regardless of the
scientific and social reasons behind the success of unmedicated writers.
For Forney, the difficulties of navigating bipolar disorder outweigh the romanticization of
the mental illness. Despite the fetishization and commodification of the “crazy artist” that she
has succumbed to believing, the debilitation of her disability is inevitably all too real. In her
graphic memoir, Forney shows through her artistry the stages of her thoughts and her body as
she struggles with the depressive side of bipolar disorder.
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Fig. 1. Ellen Forney, I Called Mom Almost Every Day, p. 81
In this set of images, Forney struggles intensely with her own self-image and her suicidal
thoughts. She questions her own worth through her relationship with her mother as well as her
inability to do anything at all. Because this image lacks movement, it expresses an intense side of
bipolar disorder that is both debilitating to the mind and body as well as a prime example of how
strong the illness can become. Throughout the image, while she speaks with very low regard for
herself, she makes one slight turn and proceeds to move back into the same spot she was in.
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Forney’s bipolar disorder became unbearable to the point where she isolated herself from
everyone around her. She also became depressed to the point where it physically left her
immobile and unable to navigate daily life. What makes this image and her memoir so important
to the narrative of the body is the equal part that the mind (or mental illness) plays in disability
theory. Forney’s memoir and her struggles to find herself with bipolar disorder become a part of
the giant web of intersectional disabled women. Her story is essential as an active piece of
literature and activism. Herndl states that “The disabled figure who presents herself as a sight to
behold invites communication; she embodies a visual activism. That visual activism of inviting
recognition runs entirely counter to the history….We will not have a truly feminist future until
we have a culture that enables and includes all of its citizens” (197). Although, in the context of
the text, Forney lacks the ability to show herself to the world, she does learn the value of
medication for her own personal journey.
What allows Forney to show herself bare to the world is memoir. The memoir itself
becomes proof that medication does not destroy her creativity because it was written with a
richness of creativity and originality during a place of stability in her life. Through her memoir,
she is able to do exactly what Herndl finds necessary for intersecting disability and feminist
theory, she “invites communication” and “embodies a visual activism” (197). Forney plays a
major role in deconstructing societal connotations of patriarchal ableism. She defines, through
her own struggles, the stigmatization of her own disability and line of work and ultimately
redefines its purpose in her own life. Forney changes the narrative with the narrative of her body.
Forney claims autonomous space with the help of her psychiatric disability to promote activism
and insight on and for bipolar disorder.
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The graphic novel works as a mode of both visual and written narrative. The added visual
representation to text augments the symbolic and emotional aspects of a story. Just as Forney
uses the graphic novel to express how depressed she can be with bipolar disorder, she also uses
her art to express just how amazing it can feel for her during a manic episode. She communicates
these raw emotions not only to bring awareness to the symptoms and realities of bipolar disorder,
but to show just how much of a struggle it can be to lose control of one’s emotions.

Fig. 2. Ellen Forney, Bursting with Universal Truth, p. 11
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In this scene of her novel, Forney expresses just how seductive mania can be, especially if it’s in
a positive context. It is hard to give up such drastic highs. To her the world is “exponentially
perfect” and “bursting with universal truth” (11). On top of that, Forney shows many beautiful
and loving things all around her while she walks in through the snow. At the same time, the
readers can see the chaos that is mania through the random image she shows around her. These
scenes are key points not just to Forney’s desire to create relatability, but to claim her own
perspective of bipolar disorder and express that view to those who may not understand (or may
even stigmatize) the mental illness. Forney does this in a few ways. Forney claims her autonomy
through her own de-stigmatized perspective on bipolar disorder that is entirely controlled by
herself, and she engages and rejects major stereotypes of bipolar disorder.
Elizabeth Refaie writes:
Much contemporary autobiographical writing engages explicitly with the
relationship between bodily identity and subjectivity….The centrality of the body
in autobiographical comics is perhaps hardly surprising, since the requirement to
produce multiple drawn versions of one’s self necessarily involves some
engagement with the body and body image. The autobiographical comics genre
oﬀers artists the opportunity to represent their physical identities. (Refaie 51)
Forney’s graphic novel tells the story of her most intimate moments with herself as she goes
down the path of treating a mental illness. She is the central character of her body, and she makes
bodily claims over it in order to draw her graphic novel. As Refaie says, the graphic novel
provides disabled people with the “opportunity to represent” both their bodies and the
experiences they have through their disabled bodies. Forney uses her body throughout the novel
to express, navigate, and remodel the stigmatized disabled body by defining the broad
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understanding of bipolar disorder. Although she does not have a physical disability, Forney’s
narrative and artwork become a voice within disability studies because of the life she reflects as a
woman with bipolar disorder and because she has the strength to challenge the stereotypes she
once believed in. Mental disabilities are just as relevant to the conversation of disability literature
because they not only affect her everyday thoughts, but also her physical body. She becomes
immobilized by depression and stops engaging in her environment. Forney’s use of the graphic
novel allows the readers to see the impact as well as read about it. She shows the readers how
mental illness should be seen as a valid disability that can be narrated through experience to
become representation to the readers.
Forney uses the power of her art to demonstrate a new perspective and storyline of a
woman with bipolar disorder. She uses her perspective to reform the previous notions of
disability designed by ableism. Throughout her low points with bipolar disorder, Forney learns
that her artwork can be one of the many ways to cope with depression. Expressing her thoughts
through visual representation allows her to shift the narrative of bipolar disorder. In her memoir,
she shows various art pieces which reflect her emotions and feelings with bipolar disorder.
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Fig. 3. Ellen Forney, Artwork, p. 97
In this photo of her work, Forney is expressing the impact bipolar disorder has on her body. The
photo represents a person whose body is mangled and suffocated. It also shows the body
surrounded by darkness. Forney shows just how trapping, suffocating and dark it can be to live
with bipolar disorder. The figure even shows how trapped one’s head can be during times of
distress or depression. Forney, through her artwork, breaks down the stereotypes about bipolar
disorder, showing the true extent of how moods and emotions can be altered at such high levels
of intensity. Previous preconceived notions and jokes about bipolar disorder express sudden
mood changes from happiness to anger, a type of mood change that can happen in anyone.
bipolar disorder goes much deeper than a sudden mood change. It is a debilitating disability that
can deeply harm one’s mind and body if not properly treated.
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Thomas Courser agrees with the power of the graphic novel as a functional piece of
literature that establishes empowerment by “destigmatiz[ing] various anomalous bodily
conditions. Disability memoir should be seen, therefore, not as spontaneous self-expression but
as a response—indeed a retort—to the traditional misrepresentation of disability in Western
culture generally” (6-7). Forney destigmatizes the stereotypes and romanticization/fetishizations
of bipolar disorder as a queer woman who has experienced its severe impact throughout her life.
By expressing these impacts and concerns through visual representation, she connects to the
readers on a deeply intimate level. Forney doesn’t just tell the reader what she has gone through,
but also shows them through memories she relates of times before and after diagnosis. Forney
breaks down the greatest “misrepresentation” of bipolar disorder through the destruction of the
“crazy artist” stereotype as well as the over-simplified understanding of bipolar disorder that is
commonly associated with typical mood swings. These moments in her memoir are essential to
not only her story as a queer woman with bipolar disorder, but also to the multiplicity of stories
of the disabled in literary disability studies.
Forney uses the narrative of the memoir to bring both the physical and the mental effects
of bipolar disorder to life. She combines the feelings together through the narrative of her art.
Her graphic text makes room for her to visually explain the complexity of her life. She learns to
come to terms with who she is by confronting the most vulnerable thoughts and feelings she has
about bipolar disorder. Her art is just as vulnerable as she is. In the following piece of art from
her graphic novel, Forney expresses how difficult it is to attempt to live with bipolar disorder as
woman and an artist:
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Fig. 4. Ellen Forney, I Was Slipping Down, p. 70
In Forney’s clipping from her sketchbook, she shows a character with large fearful eyes peering
at the reader (almost in a plea for help) as she slides down. She said, “I was slipping and there
was nothing for me to hold onto” (70). Forney uses references to the physical body to reflect the
mental illness’s effects. The power of the body and its impact both visually and in written text
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leaves an impact on the reader. The shape of a narrative is reliant on the body and its functions
because the body is the vessel of the self. This version of the self is the narrator’s thoughts and
feelings about life. It is up to the body to carry the narrator through all the events of her life
despite any struggles the body might cause. For Forney, she has a body with bipolar disorder
which causes many disruptions both in her personal and her work life. Her body inevitably
impacts her story because it actively contributes to her experiences. Bipolar disorder affects
Forney’s mind and body. Forney uses her body to represent what is happening in her mind. Her
body is in danger of falling off a cliff. This is a visual representation of her body being used to
contribute to her experience of the mind. The representation of the body is narrating the
experiences and feelings of disabled narrators. Forney brings visibility to an invisible disability.
This is very crucial to disability studies because Forney uses a method of narrative that
intimately conveys a life with a mental illness.
According to Herndl it is important to visualize disability by “claiming a politicized
disability identity, and insisting on being seen. One way to resist the metaphorizing of disability
is to refuse to keep its materiality hidden. This is certainly the first, and perhaps the most
important, step in establishing a collective identity, a community of people with disabilities”
(191-2). Forney visualizes a queer woman with bipolar disorder for the reader. She exposes
herself visually to her audience and by doing so she creates an identity within a multiplicity of
disability identities. Her contribution to graphic art and narrative places her within a community
of disabled people. Forney lays out all the aspects of narrative to the reader as a piece of
empowerment and activism. Her vulnerability to confront the stereotypes of her mental illness,
provides emotional intimacy. Her narrative breaks down fetishization, commodification, and
stigmatization through her real-life experiences as a woman with a disability.
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At the end of her memoir, Forney reflects on what she would have said to her former,
pre-diagnosed self if she had the chance. She imagines sitting across from herself and having a
conversation about their body with bipolar disorder. The Forney at the end of the memoir tries to
let old Forney understand how helpful medicine would be as well as her sessions with their
therapist Karen. At one part of the conversation, Forney says:
You’re going to like getting off the emotional roller coaster. Don’t worry, you’ll
still be emotional, + you’ll still have ups + downs. You’ll be an even better
listener because of all that therapy. You’ll do more work than when you were
manic because you won’t keep wanting to, like, rearrange your bookshelves.
People won’t freak out when they find out you are bipolar. Your life is shifting,
you can handle it. (235)
All of the preconceived notions Forney had about herself in the beginning of her memoir, and
about bipolar disorder, come to a stabilized conclusion towards the end. Her message to herself
is to rely on medication and to believe in the ideal that she can be creative and in treatment. On
top of that, she lets herself know that not only will she be just as creative, but she will also be
more productive and stable during her creative process. Forney explains to her past self that she
will still experience emotional ups and downs, but she will not be unstable and depressed.
Forney’s narrative concludes with a focus on what her own body needs. She understands the
complexity of her life and the balance that she needs to feel accepted by herself and others. Her
memoir is a life-story that represents the pathways she had to take in order to get to the most
mature and stable version of herself.
Kenny Fries’s memoir focuses on the acceptance of the body through many experiences
as an adult after a traumatic and painful childhood. Fries undergone both tedious and painful
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surgeries to correct his unknown congenital disability as well as sexual abuse from his brother.
These surgeries were operated on his “lower extremities” to compensate for his missing fibula
and other “deformities” (6). These experiences alienated Fries from his own body making it
difficult for him to perceive a version of himself without shame as well as love for his body.
During the night before one of his many surgeries, Fries reflects back on the experience of being
left alone at night at the hospital in complete fear: “When I enter the hospital and am put in this
familiar ward I am terrified. It is as if all the fear stored up from all my previous surgeries and
hospital stays, after years of inattention, has risen from where I was sure it had until now been
buried” (32). Fries becomes terrified not only of being alone, but of the unknown outcomes of
the surgery. Fries experiences surgeries from as young as a kindergarten student up until he is an
adult. As a child, he was isolated from his body as his parents and doctors decided what was best
for him. Fries had no bodily autonomy or control over his appearance. For his family and
doctors, it was about getting as close to supposed normality as possible. Fries even asked his
father, many years later why he had picked such a strange doctor and his father told him “he
didn’t decide, Dr. Milgram just started telling him what he was going to do” (14). It was the lack
of attention from Fries’s parents and his doctor’s insistence on a cure that caused Fries to feel
isolated and undesirable. Both the doctors and his parents were inattentive to his wants and
desires as a child.
Fries’s experiences with his brother created another form of trauma that isolates him from
his body while making it difficult for him to feel loved and desired by partners. His older brother
physically, verbally, and sexually abused him. On many occasions, he called Fries a “midget”
(19). Other times, he would get physical and overpower Fries while babysitting him. Fries
describes one scenario during his childhood when his brother both physically and sexually
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abused him with a vibrator while his parents were not home (55-56). This experience for Fries
causes severe trauma. Not only was it traumatic, but also it was sexually humiliating for Fries to
experience. It distorted his perceptions of love and sex during his adulthood with his partners.
Fries believed in specific ideas about love (like being taken care of and keeping his eyes closed
in sexual encounters) with his adult partners because of his brother’s violence and abuse. Fries’s
experiences as a child affect his ability to come to terms with his body and with his sexuality.
Fries’s relationship with his father was mostly violent, but he remembers a time when his
father would wash him in the tub. This experience was both intimate and loving for Fries. Fries
describes the experience:
Years ago, toward the end of my bath, I called for my father. He entered the
bathroom and knelt beside the tub. When I lifted my feet from the water, my
father took the bar of soap, wet it, and as I rested my feet in his palm he gently
slid the soap over my skin and between my toes….It is now, my body submerged
in water, that they, one by one, a succession of lovers, enter the room. They, like
my father, kneel beside the tub and begin, one after the other, to bathe my tired
feet and legs. (127)
Fries remembers the times when his father would come into the bathroom and wash his feet.
Since this is one of few loving memories Fries documents with his family members, he connects
his father’s love to the love he desires from partners. Because his father showed Fries a form of
intimacy that he appreciated, he believes that his partners must take care of him in the same
platonic form as his own father. Although this experience with his father is endearing, it isolates
Fries from seeing himself as desirable because his experience with his father is both a platonic
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form of love and an experience where he closes his eyes to his body in shame. Fries lived in
shame of his body as well as his family, the only way he knew how to exist.
Kenny Fries uses his memoir similarly to Linton and Forney by establishing a narrative
of the body that allows him to grow into the complexity of his life as a gay, Jewish, disabled
man. His story is essential because he uses a poetic form of language to tell the story of his life
with impairment, sexual abuse, and love. Fries, although not a woman, faces similar
discrimination through impairment as a man. When Fries reflects on his relationship with his
parents, he remembers the words of his mother whom he overheard talking about him as a child.
He recalls her saying, “It could have been worse; he could have been a girl. The words my
mother used to say. But it was a girl that my mother wanted, and never had. It could have been
worse; he could have been brain damaged. Other words I now remember. And my unspoken
response long ago: Would that have been worse?” (193). Fries remembers his mother’s
comparisons of his life in relation to women and people with cognitive damage. As his mother
compares him to “what could be worse,” Fries recognizes the similarities in treatment he has
experienced as a disabled man. Fries debates if it really would be worse because for him than it
has been. He has been treated just as inhumanely as a disabled woman and as an intellectually
disabled person. Fries shares the same treatment as women: stereotyped as helpless, weak, and
objectified as a possession by partners.
Fries’s narrative provides an important key to connect disability studies to feminist
theory. Pulsifer compares the relationship dynamic between women and men with intellectual
disabilities. In her comparison she contends that able-bodied women see intellectually disabled
men through the same stereotypes that are placed upon women. Pulisfer discusses the novels Tim
by Colleen McCullough, Waterland by Graham Swift, and Forrest Gump by Winston Groom
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and says, “Constellating these novels reveals a complex narrative pattern in which female
characters dissatisfied with the versions of masculinity and sexuality available to them pursue
sexual encounters with intellectually disabled men, whom they perceive to be pliant and
devoted” (394). These able-bodied women experience the same sexual subjugation as the
intellectually disabled men they are having sex with. Just as the able-bodied man sees women as
weak and innocent, the able-bodied woman finds liberation in her sexual encounters with
disabled men to reclaim empowerment. Fries goes through similar experiences as the
intellectually disabled man in Pulsifer’s article with his able-bodied partners because of the
power imbalance that is abused by them. Alternately, in relation to Fries, his mother classifies
him as being better off than intellectually disabled people and women, but in reality, he struggles
throughout his memoir with his relationships with men. Fries is treated poorly, like an object, by
his partners as well as being cheated on. It is easy for his mother to compare him to others based
off prejudices about different groups, but it is hard for Fries to understand because of the
experiences he has shared with women through his impairment.
Fries’s experience of being both gay and disabled puts him outside heteronormative
cultural values. His experiences of being both gay and disabled inevitably place his body in the
queer community because both his disability and sexuality become a part of his identity as a
queer person who actively engages in sex. McRuer says, “Queering disability studies or claiming
disability in and around queer theory, however, helps create critically disabled spaces
overlapping with the critically queer spaces that activists and scholars have shaped during recent
decades, in which we can identify and challenge the ongoing consolidation of heterosexual, ablebodied hegemony” (“As Good As It Gets,” 87). McRuer is pointing to the idea that being
disabled is intertwined with queerness because of the spaces they share outside heterosexual,
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able-bodied expectations of physically intimate relationships. Fries’s disability creates a queer
sexual identity for him because typical heteronormative sexuality is linked with ableness. Fries
does not share that identity as a disabled man and instead actively challenges the “normality” of
sex through his intersectional lifestyle. Fries exposes the expectations of heterosexuality and the
influence of disability on queerness when he recalls his father saying, “‘I wonder if you’ll have
problems with women because of your legs and will turn to men,’” but Fries responds by
denying the relatability to his claim (44). Fries shows the reader his father’s natural association
of disability to queerness. Since his disability is outside heterosexual values, there is an
expectation he will become alienated from the experiences of able-bodied people because of his
bodily difference. Fries’s sexuality as a gay man exists regardless of his disability, not because of
the preconceived notions of disabled sexuality his father, for one, holds. Fries’s identity as a gay
disabled man transforms heterosexual ideology and becomes its own form of queerness.
During his time in Israel, Fries has a few sexual encounters with gay Israeli men. When
he meets Shabtai, the only gay man who had the courage to leave his family for being gay, he
learns just how confused he is about other men finding him attractive (92). Right before his
sexual encounter with Shabtai, he says, “As I lie on the bed the conscious part of me seems to
disappear. I am flattered, excited, that Shabtai is attracted to me, but I do not understand why. I
cannot bring myself to ask him the questions I want to ask. What does he think of my body?
What does he think of my legs? I am afraid of his answers. I became passive, inactive” (91). In
this scene, Fries is about to become intimate with the only man he knows who left his family to
be free as a gay man. Despite that, Fries is unsure and insecure about Shabtai’s opinion about his
body. He￼who did not seem to care as to whether or not Fries was satisfied (92).
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Shabtai didn’t just use Fries for sex, he also used the symbolism of his disability and
homosexuality to attempt to free himself from the harsh realities of being gay in Israel. This
shows when Shabtai tells Fries how happy his is with himself as if Shabtai was jealous and
wanted to reach the same level of self-confidence as a disable gay man like Fries (92). Pulsifer
says, “Sexual liaisons with intellectually disabled men allow women…to participate in intimacy
unencumbered by cultural constraints that limit women’s sexual agency” (394). Just as ablebodied women are able to escape the “cultural constraints” of their agency by having sex with
disabled men, so does Shabtai as he has sex with Fries. He is liberating himself with a man who
seems unapologetically himself even though Fries finds it entirely difficult to solve the
complexity of being both a disabled man and a gay man. At this point in Fries’s memoir, he has
not entirely found a way to live in his body in the world. He has not experienced a way to
navigate through the trauma; but, as he progresses through his life, he goes through stages that
allow him to figure out his complexity and how to fully live through it with the body and
sexuality he has.
During his time in Israel, Fries begins to explore his identity, facing the fact that he has
no idea who he really is. The beauty of his memoir, as with Linton’s and Forney’s, is that it takes
the reader on a journey alongside him to figure out just how to deal with the life he was given.
Fries compares himself to Narcissus, a mythological character who is obsessed with looking at
his own reflection:
But unlike the mythic figure I cannot discern a clear reflection in the pool in
which I have been immersed since arriving in Israel. Like the reflections I saw as
I lay on that cold metal table beneath the X-Ray machine all those years ago, the
vision remains incomplete, distorted as in the silver light that still hangs over the
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operating room guarding that part of me which for too long has remained, like a
fragile body below, anesthetized. (102)
Before Fries goes down the path of discovery within his memoir, he has a hard time
conceptualizing his own embodiment and his place in the world. As he says, Fries can only see
the production of himself that has been altered (or invented) by his doctor as a child. He cannot
distinguish his free will and his current understanding or feeling of control over his own body.
The memoir is so important to Fries because he uses his narrative as a vehicle for navigating his
confusion, trauma, and bodily pain. Couser says, “The abstraction and generality of its other
term, the body, however, remind us of the difficulty, if not the impossibility, of ever fully
confronting our embodiment. It’s important to theorize our embodiment, but our quick resort to
terms like the body reminds us how difficult it is to think effectively about embodiment without
in some ways obscuring or eliding it” (9). Couser recognizes that the body is separate from the
self and can be seen as theoretical instead of material, but observes it is difficult to find language
to reflect embodiment. Fries also has trouble seeing his bodily reflection as a part of his identity.
Narrative is almost impossible to create without the influence of the physical body. Fries’s body
haunts every perspective he has about himself. It is a main source of his trauma while inhabiting
it is simultaneously a way to be freed from trauma. In the beginning of his memoir, Fries
obscures his embodiment (or his “reflection”) with the physical body. Fries sees himself as the
physical embodiment of his disability instead of seeing himself as a man with a physical
disability. It is hard for Fries to bridge his humanistic and disabled identities together as one. He
relates himself only to the medical procedures he has gone through. Fries became his own
Frankenstein’s monster: a fabricated version of himself invented by his doctor whom he cannot
recognize or define. Fries’s personal accounts at the hospital are imperative to the power of the
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memoir because of the drastic changes it causes Fries both physically, emotionally, and
psychologically throughout his memoir. His ideas about himself, his past, and his future start to
shift as he finds his own embodiment through narrative form and personal experience.
Fries’s relationship with his partner Jason is an illuminating experience both with Jason’s
diagnosis with HIV and with his own coming to terms with his body and his self-worth. The
difficult and long-spanning relationship that Fries experiences teaches him that all bodies will go
through inevitable physical decline:
Each individual’s experience of the body’s decline is different. As our bodies
begin to fail, as sooner or later all bodies do, emotions long stored beneath the
skin, within our bones, are released on an often unsuspecting and uncaring world,
including ourselves. Some of us rage against the inevitable loss of control, while
others accept this mortal fact with dignity that is as powerful as it is rare. (154)
Fries’s experience with his partner’s struggle with HIV awakens the possibility that he is not
alone in the disability experience. He comes to terms to some degree here with his body and the
natural decline that all people must face at some point whether that point be sooner or later. As
Fries writes the story of his life, he also lives and watches Jason’s life. The singularity of his life
experience thereby pluralizes into many stories. As Torrell says in reference to the singular
female disabled autobiographical text, “the community portrayal directly frames disability as a
political and social issue because it aligns the single voice with a group of people who can
corroborate and add to her experiences. A single autobiographical text, then, has the potential to
tell the story of disabled lives” (322). As Fries tells the story of the complexity of his disabled
life, as a means to add to the disabled narrative, he also does so by adding Jason’s story to his
memoir. Jason’s story adds to not only the disability perspective in connection to HIV/AIDS, but
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also to Fries’s sense of himself. Fries, on a more abstract level, can envision some of Jason’s
struggles parallel to his own. Despite Jason’s horrible treatment of Fries, going to bars behind his
back (which hastens his declining health), Fries understands the desire to feel normal despite the
lack of normativity that Jason will ultimately face (155). Fries’s experience with Jason is
important to the power of the memoir because it is the story of the body that carries oneself
through memorable experiences and possible troubles.
After his relationship with Jason, Fries meets Miguel, a man who shows Fries a whole
new level of intimacy. This experience is exciting and passionate for Fries as he begins to
witness someone else loving the body he hates. Through Miguel, Fries starts to have new
perspectives of himself. Despite that, Miguel also a shield for Fries, one that he can hide behind
to avoid truly seeing himself as someone who truly deserves mutual love and respect. Fries’s
relationship with Miguel is another narrative intertwined with his own. Miguel is another
reflection for Fries’s lack of self-love and appreciation. Fries’s dysfunctional relationships from
Jason to Miguel are a reflection of his sense of self and the desire to see himself the way his
lovers do despite their inability to be loyal and respectful to Fries. While with Miguel, Fries
explains how he is enticed by both the passion, sex, and danger of his relationship during the
onset of aids:
Now, this is compounded not only by the awe in which I hold my new lover’s
beauty, but my still unresolved feelings about my body, now boiling closer to the
surface, where they threaten to overflow if I do not give in to the attention they
demand. Having good sex with Miguel is quickly becoming a new way to quiet
the noise, the unnamed currents of self-hatred and anger with which I regard my
body. (165)
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Fries uses Miguel to diminish or distract himself from the hatred he has for himself. He confuses
the sex he has with Miguel for a delusional form of acceptance that does not require his own
validation of his body. Fries goes into relationships with men who fetishize and take advantage
of his body because in return, Fries is given temporary relief from the confusion and pain he
must confront about himself and his degenerative disability. This tradeoff between Fries and his
partners is very traumatic for Fries especially with his history of sexual abuse by his brother.
Fries’s experiences with abuse and his escape from confrontation distort his perceptions of
himself even further. When talking about the imbalance of sexual agency between non-disabled
women and intellectually disabled men, Pulsifer says, “These narratives thus highlight the
ambiguity of sexual agency in contexts shaped by unequal access to power, which may muddle
whether saying yes confirms individual desires, others’ wishes, or gendered expectations” (402).
This inequality of sexual agency also applies to Fries and his partners because of the imbalance
of treatment he faces with both Jason and Miguel. As Fries tries to find love for himself and
attempts to stabilize his relationships, his partners go out without him to bars and clubs to sleep
with other men. This makes Fries feel a sense of abandonment. It also makes Fries feel more
isolated from his body and contributes to his belief that he is undesirable. His lack of mobility
becomes an advantage for his partners to do numerous things behind his back. It also conflicts
with the stereotypical gender expectations of Fries as a man. He is treated similarly to women
because his partners use their masculine able-bodied privileges against Fries knowing that he
does not have the same privileges to act upon. Fries tells his story with Jason and Miguel because
it opens the reader to narratives outside Fries’s in order to help bridge connections and further
develop Fries’s intimate feelings about himself through his representations of love and respect
that he has learned over the course of many years. These outside perspectives in Fries’s narrative
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allow the reader to see a deeper perspective of Fries’s life as well as the ways Fries had to deal
with various traumatic experiences. These relationships also bridge connections from the ablebodied man to Fries’s disabled body. It helps Fries to develop a new sense of self and new ways
to develop self-love. After looking into the lives of his partners through his memoir, Fries
recognizes what he deserves from men.
Towards the end of his memoir, Fries comes to terms with many resounding conclusions
about his life, his body, and the love he deserves. Coming to terms with his body is crucial to the
entire memoir. Fries says:
Growing into awareness, I have learned the price of letting go—the shedding of
beliefs, images of myself, friends, all of which I thought were necessary
sustenance, things I could not live without….Tonight, when I call Kevin into the
bathroom, I do not want him to kneel beside the tub. I do not want to rest my feet
in his palms as he washes my feet and legs. I want him to take off his clothes and
join me, naked. I want to place my soapy feet on his chest and begin to explore
his body. I do not want to close my eyes. (219)
Fries, at the end of his memoir, realizes what it means to become aware outside the sense of self
he formed as a child. He recognizes his worth outside his relationships to others and the
experiences of what he perceived to be love and affection through his relationship with his
father. As he explains how he’d like his new partner Kevin to join him in the tub, he reflects on
his previous thoughts of what old partners should do for him while he bathes. Instead, Fries
realizes that the expectations of being cared for by his partners isn’t what he wants as an adult.
Fries originally wanted his partners to understand his body, wash his body, and care for him in
the same way as his father. Now, he wants a relationship in which the partners mutually love and
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respect each other as equals. The growth from his original thoughts on self-love become evident
as his shares his intimate relationships throughout the course of many years. Fries expands on the
complexity of life, not to completely make sense of it, but to realize his place within that
complexity as well as his place in the society he is in. Fries says, at the end of his memoir as he
watches young children stare at him, ‘How do I tell them that some questions have no answer?”
(222). For Fries, he no longer needs an answer to every question he has about himself.
Disability memoirs create pathways that generate new ways of thinking for the author to
express and for the reader to examine. The relationship forged between author and reader allows
for a deeper understanding of oneself and of others. The disability memoir is an internal story for
the author that is externalized to a larger community of people. The authors of the disability
memoir bring autonomy to the writer while countering stereotypes and stigmatizations.
Disability memoirs offer both liberation and autonomy on an individual scale and on a
communal scale through a community of readers. Overall, the disability memoir allows the
disabled writer to claim ownership of his or her body through language and narrative and to
create pathways for understanding the complexity of the body. This can happen through
reimaging previous thoughts on sexuality and sex, ableist ideology, and through different modes
of narrative. When authors like Linton, Forney, and Fries decide to share the most memorable
and impactful parts of disability they provide deeper insights into disability on a political and
social level. The disability memoir is imperative for disability liberation and for disability rights.
It doesn’t just normalize the disabled life, but it also allows for the variations of life to be just as
possible as the supposed normality of non-disabled life. Narrating disability is intimate: a special
story that goes directly from the author to the reader with the intent and purpose of reimagining
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various forms of life. The three disability authors in this thesis add to the experience of
reimagining and coming to terms with the complexity of the disabled body.
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